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The outdoor area can accommodate up to 10 people: the big C sofa and the driving touchscreen
console decorate the cockpit, which is accessed
from the stern catwalk surpassing the sundeck.
On board you will feel like in a tasteful lounge,
thanks to the clean lines, the high quality materials, the particular attention to details and tailor
made solutions.
But the fun starts when the engines come on: the
multi step hull technology allows to reach a speed range up to 50 knots spending less fuel than
traditional V keel and optimizing the pitch motion
at high speeds, giving you the feeling to fly on the
water.
Perfect fusion of: high performance, Italian style
and Mediterranean concept of enjoying the sea,
define the philosophy behind the project and all
these characteristics have been carefully studied
to make “Zefìro” the ideal elegant and performing
speedboat, a luxury icon in the world of yachting
able to compete with the best hig-end yachts.
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Interior &
Yacht Design
“Zefiro” is a 14 m (46 ft) powerboat
characterized
by automotive features which are expressed by
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dynamic and harmonious lines, ideal for people
who love to live the sea life without compromising on comfort and performance, as well as for
the yachtsman who wants an exclusive tender
yacht to support his ship and reach the most beautiful seaside locations.
It’s is a custom made fast cruiser thought for the
most exigent shipowner, who desires a unique
representative boat for short cruises. Its spacious
and bright interior living area, is equipped with
a bed for two people, a convertible dining area
which becomes a further bed for other two
passengers, a bathroom with shower and a kitchen-bar area; the solar control windows complete the ambiance ensuring luminosity and, at
the same time, reducing the excessive build up
of heat.

Exterior Design inpired by the concept car
“Maserati Alfieri”

Multistep Hull Technology:
maximum performance,
minimum resistance
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Design Category :

“Arneson Surface Drive
cPropulsion”
to make the best use of
Zefìro’s power

L.O.A.:
B.O.A.:
Draft:
∆ full load:
∆ lightship:
Maximum Speed:
Engines:
Propulsion:
Fuel:
Fresh Water:
Passengers:
Berths:
Hull:
Building Material:
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Solar Control Windows
to ensure luminosity and reduce the excessive build up of heat

